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FOREWORD

The enormous quantity of paint used on wooden far m
buildings accounts for the definite interest of the Departmen t
of Agriculture in developing the best methods of selecting an d
applying paint and maintaining painted surfaces . The va-
riety and complexity of the paints on the market and th e
inability of the ordinary user to understand the statements o f
paint composition printed on the container labels are impedi-
ments to intelligent paint selection and use .

This bulletin, which will be followed by other publication s
dealing with paint application and maintenance, describes a
system of classifying paints by groups, types, and grades .
It is based on principles familiar to paint technologists an d
some paint users . The system is the result of many years o f
research on the painting of wood by the Forest Product s
Laboratory of the Forest Service . Its adoption by manufac-
turers will allow a decided simplification of the technical
statements on paint-container labels, and will make it pos-
sible to tell paint users more clearly and effectively how to
identify the many kinds of paints on the market, what the
characteristics of each kind of paint are, and how each shoul d
be applied and maintained . The classification system places
no limitations upon the formulas used by paint manufac-
turers, and leaves the manufacturer complete freedom t o
change and improve his formulas at any time . Its adoption
will provide a basis for the more intelligent selection and us e
of paint .

Acting Chief, Forest Service .

418217°--41- -1
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INTRODUCTION

WHY CLASSIFICATION IS NEEDE D

The need for classification arises because methods of selling pain t
either afford the user little of the knowledge of paint composition
that is desirable for its intelligent selection, application, and main-
tenance, or require hint to master far more technical detail than is
at all necessary (19, p . 5) . 2 Most paints are proprietary products
sold under the. manufacturer's trade-mark or brand but, like many
other products of commerce, conforming to no generally recognize d
standards of composition or performance . If paint is bought by
brand alone the buyer is not in a position to know of the many kind s
of paint available, some of which may be more suitable . than others
for his purpose . The manufacturer, on the other hand, supplie s
the paint without adequate knowledge of the individual's needs .
This lack of mutual understanding between maker and user of pain t
gives rise to unsatisfactory paint service, as has been pointed ou t
elsewhere (6, 8) .

Directions for application are . printed on the labels of most proprie-
tary paints, but, the limited space available makes such direction s
seriously inadequate. It is not possible to compress the craft of

' Maintained by the U. S . Department of Agriculture at Madison, Wis ., in cooperation with the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin .

2 Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p. 35.
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painting into 500 words . Even during apprenticeship or in voca_
tional schools painters cannot be taught adequately the necessary
craftsmanship when they do not know the composition of the paints
with which they work or why some of them require different pre_
ced ores .

Users' need of knowledge of the composition of paint was appre _
(dated as long ago as 1905 when the State of North Dakota r e quired
by law that proprietary paints, unless composed wholly of white lea d ,
zinc oxide, linseed oil, turpentine, and drier, bear a statement of th e
formula on the label (16 ; 19, pp. 183-188) . This and a few similar
laws in other States are still in effect . It now seems to be widely
recognized that such taws have raised the general level of quality o f
the paints sold in the States in which they prevail (16, 17) and prob _
ably in the rest of the Nation as well . The National Paint, Varnish
and Lacquer Association now urges its members to print the formul a
on the label whether or not the law demands it (1, 2) . Most 1wose
and barn paints now on the market in the retail trade hear the formula
on the label .

Formula labeling, however, though it undoubtedly has prove d
helpful, has not provided the kind of knowledge of paint . compositioa
needed for intelligent selection, application, and maintenance of paint ,
by the user . Tlir►se experienced in dealing with property owners '
complaints about unsatisfactory :service know that poor quality of th e
paint is a relatively unusual cause of difficulty . More often trouble
arises chiefly from mistakes in the use of paints of good quality, whic h
in turn come front ignorance of the characteristics and limitations of the
particular paints chosen (4, 5) . The shortcoming of formula labelin g
is the fact that paint formulas, as will be seen later on, are too compli -
cated to mean very much to ordinary paint buyers (6, 8), who need
a reasonably simple interpretation of them in nontechnical terms .

Classification simplifies the expression of paint composition fo r
laymen by presenting those few aspects of composition that reveal the
major characteristics of the paint and ignoring technical details about
which the paint user need not be greatly concerned . Classification
m erely identifies the many paints by kind independently of trad e
brand, so that the purchaser can exercise an intelligent choice and
so that painters and other paint users can be given practical advic e
about proper application and maintenance . On the other hand, classi-
fication oruits many details of composition that enter into the proper
manufacture of the paint but can wisely be left entirely to the judg-
ment of the manufacturer .

It should be emphasized that the classification system is designe d
to deal adequately with the problems of craftsmanship in the use o f
paint, not with the problems of competence and integrity in th e
manufacture of paint . The system of competitive trade brands ,
which identifies the manufacturer with his products and in effect
places his seal of responsibility on them, operates to put well-mad e
paint conveniently at the public's disposal . The classification
system in no way alters the significance and utility of the trade brand .
The trade brand, however, although successful in making it. easy to
buy good paint, has not proved helpfuI in getting good paints so use d
that they give the good service of which they are capable .

Improvement in craftsmanship in the use of paint must be achieved
by instruction of those who buy and apply it . Convincing instruction,
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however, cannot be purely arbitrary, but must include a reasonabl e
understanding of the principles upon which it rests . When the many
classes of paint. are. made easily identifiable it becomes possible t o
develop and disseminate. sound principles of craftsmanship in use an d
maintenance . The highest, service of classification, therefore, is as a
preliminary step in the establishment of generally recognize d
techniques of painting and paint maintenance .

CLASSIFICATION OUTLINED

A broad classification of paints according to field of use has lon g
been recognized in trade practice . House paints are intended primaril y
for painting the exterior of buildings, especially the exterior wood -
work . Barn paint often means red paint made with iron oxide
intended for farm buildings . Such paints are used also for paintin g
metal roofs and therefore are sometimes called barn and roof paints.
Barn paint may also mean a cheaper grade of house paint for use in
painting farm buildings . Trim paints, which are usually made
only in certain deep colors, such as green or blue, are intended fo r
painting blinds, trim, and other minor areas of the exterior of houses .
Porch and deck paints are for exterior surfaces subject to the me-
chanical wear of traffic . There are also wall paints, floor paints ,
enamels, cement paints, implement paints, and the like . The classi-
fication according to use is indicated on the label . This bulletin deal s
chiefly with house paints and barn paints .

Paints are classified also by color. Each brand of house paint in-
cludes white, black, and a number of colors up to as many as 32 .
These classifications by field of use and by color are, of course ., practical
and necessary but they do not go far enough .

The system of the Department of Agriculture adds classifications by
group, type, and grade according to the composition of the paint .
These three divisions of the classification are necessary because th e
concepts on which they are based have long been familiar to pain t
users and are too well established to be easily changed . The concep t
here called group has led to the familiar distinction between whit e
lead paint, lead and zinc paint, "titanium-lead-zinc paint, " etc . (21, 22) .
The concept. of type has led to the designation of paints as high or lo w
in content of white lead and of zinc oxide (23) . The concept of grad e
is that expressed by common reference to first-grade and second-grad e
paint (19, p . 3) . In the past, however, such terms have been use d
loosely, without authoritative definitions . It is proposed to defin e
group, type, and grade precisely .

Group is determined primarily by the principal pigments with which
the paint is made . Thus pure white lead paint, in which the pigment is
white lead, is paint of group L . If changed to gray, cream, or other
light color by adding small proportions of colored pigments, it is stil l
classified as group L . On the other hand if a large proportion of colore d
pigment is incorporated to make paint of deep color it becomes pain t
of group CL. Lead and zinc paints contain both white lead an d
zinc oxide and in addition they may contain certain inexpensive color-
less pigments and small proportions of colored pigments . Such
paints are of group LZ. Titanium-lead-zinc paints contain beside s
white lead and zinc oxide either titanium dioxide or one of the pig-
ments of which titanium dioxide is the white ingredient, and in addition
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usually contain inexpensive colorless pigments . Such paints are o f
group TLZ. Red barn paint in which the principal pigment is ferric
oxide is classified as group F. In some of the other paint groups th e
nature of the liquid portion of the paint as well as its principa l
pigments is taken in to account in the designation of the group .

Type is determined by the proportions of lead pigment and zin c
oxide in the total pigment of the paint . It has long been recognized
by technologists and laymen alike that white lead and zinc oxide ar e
the essential ingredients of most house paints, especially of whit e
paint and paints of light colors, and that their proportions gover n
very largely the wearing properties of the paint (7, 9, 12, 13, 14) ,
Some other lead pigments must be considered similar in effectivenes s
to white lead . Types are defined in terms of the sum of the lead
pigments and zinc oxide in the total pigment by volume and the rati o
of lead pigment to zinc oxide . They are designated by descriptiv e
phrases and also, for convenience in discussion, by number and lette r
symbols . Following are some of the more important types :

Type 1A : Very high content of lead pigment and zinc oxide with
very high ratio of L/Z .

Type 2B : High content of lead pigment and zinc oxide with high
ratio of L/Z.

Type 3B : Medium content of lead pigment and zinc oxide with high
ratio of L/Z .

Type 3C : Medium content of lead pigment and zinc oxide with lo w
ratio of L/Z .

Type 5 : Very low content of lead pigment and zinc oxide .
Grade is determined by rules, to be described later, that constitut e

a rough estimate of certain paint properties of importance in connec-
tion with application ; for example, the extent to which the paint ma y
be thinned, how thick a coating it may be practicable to apply, ho w
thick the coating will be after it has dried, and whether it will hav e
good opacity (power to hide what is underneath) . Six grades are
recognized, of which grade 1 contains higher proportions of the mor e
essential ingredients and is suitable for a wider range of adjustment s
by thinning, spreading rate, and the like, to meet the individua l
requirements of the job, than paints of the lower grades . In general ,
any paint can be reduced in grade merely by thinning it with linseed
oil or turpentine . For that reason paints are graded according to
their composition after they have been thinned as directed by th e
manufacturer in the directions printed on the label .

In the past use of the term "grade" in connection with paints ,
the significance has been primarily with respect to selling price .
When a manufacturer offers two brands of paint, that at the higher
price is first grade and the other is second grade, regardless of com-
position or quality . One manufacturer's first grade may be essentially
the same paint that another offers as second grade. In the classifica-
tion system here described, grade bears only an incidental relatio n
to selling price and is defined basically in terms of characteristic s
relating particularly to technique of application . Within any one
group and type the manufacturing cost will normally prove higher ,
the higher the grade, but such comparison does not hold, at norma l
prices of raw materials, outside those limits . For example, a pain t
of group LZ, type 1B, grade 3 may be more costly to manufactur e
than another paint of group SLZ, type 4C, grade 1 .
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USE OF CLASSIFICATION

Under the classification system, paint labels bear the followin g
information : (1) The name and trade brand of the manufacturer ;
(2) a statement of the field of use, such as house paint or porch an d
deck paint ; (3) the color of the paint, as, white, cream, dark green ;
(4) a statement of the formula of the paint ; (5) directions for applica-
tion ; (6) the classification mark reporting the classification by group ,
type, and grade according to the system of the Department of Agri -
culture. Of these six items only the last is new and differs from lon g
established practice . The other five retain all of their past signifi-
cance. A suitable method of stating the classification and formul a
is illustrated in figure 1 .

In purchasing paint, the ordinary user continues to give firs t
thought to the trade brand because he looks to the reputation of th e
manufacturer for competence and integrity in supplying paint of goo d
quality, for the reliability of the rest of the information on the label ,
and for responsible business dealings . Items 2 and 3 obviously come
next in order of attention . Item 4, the formula of the paint, need no t
be considered at all by the user unless he has special reasons for
wishing to buy paints made with certain ingredients, as for exampl e
farmers interested in growing soybeans and wishing to buy paint s
containing soybean oil . The formula is primarily for the considera-
tion of technical men and helps greatly in making the classification
system self-enforcing because it facilitates checking the classificatio n
mark against the formula . The fact that incorrect classification
marks can be easily detected by competitors and by paint buyer s
with technical training builds up confidence in the system .

Item 5, directions for application, remains necessary under th e
classification system and may be expected to acquire greatly increase d
importance . In the past, both makers and users of paint have tended
to treat label directions perfunctorily (8), largely because of the
inadequate exchange of information between maker and user and th e
failure to recognize the relation between paint composition an d
technique of application. Item 6, the classification mark, makes
it possible to surmount this obstacle by giving the paint buyer th e
knowledge he needs without overburdening him with unnecessar y
technical detail .

In reading the classification mark, paint users should be taught
to consider first the group and type and to turn to the grade only afte r
they have settled upon group and type . Group and type are of pri-
mary importance in determining certain basic tendencies in the be-
havior of paint during service, such as soiling with dirt, resistance t o
mildew or to hydrogen sulfide, chalking, fading of colors, wearing away
by erosion, checking, cracking, and ultimate form of disintegration i f
repainting is postponed too long . Choice among the groups and types
available on the market is partly a matter of the program of mainte-
nance. Paints that are advantageous when repainted at reasonabl e
intervals may be unsuitable if a very long interval is to elapse . Choice
is also partly a. matter of compatibility between paints, since goo d
paints often behave• abnormally when applied over previous coatings of
paints of very different characteristics . Since all kinds of paint hav e
their disadvantages as well as their advantages, there will be greate r
general satisfaction in the choice if the user's desires in the matte r
can be allowed to operate intelligently .
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After group and type have been settled, grade should be considered ,
since it determines important questions about the working propertie s
of the paint and is therefore intimately connected with the directions

FIGURE I .-Part of a paint label illustrating how the classification mark an d
formula for a popular kind of house paint may be printed . On parts of th e
label not shown in the illustration the manufacturer 's trade-mark is displaye d
conspicuously and directions for application are given . The formula is printe d
both in weight percent, which is customary, and in volume percent, as pro -
posed by the National Bureau of Standards .

for application . Detailed discussion of the relation between grade an d
technique of application properly belongs in a more popular presenta-
tion of the subject (15), but by way of illustration it may be pointed
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out that, if paints of the same group, type, and color but of varyin g
grade are applied at say 600 square feet per gallon, a thicker film o f
dried paint and one of greater opacity will in general be produced b y
high-grade. than by low-grade paint . Putting the matter in anothe r
way, to produce a dried film of paint of given thickness, less pain t
will usually be required with a higher grade and the opacity of th e
film will be greater . Some paint, jobs can be done equally satisfactorily
with paint of higher or lower grade provided that the technique of ap-
plication is adjusted accordingly. Other paint jobs can be don e
properly only with paint of high grade . There may be times when it i s
more economical to do a job with paint of rather low grade than to d o
it with high-grade paint-for example, when the. condition of the sur-
face is such that, to paint it at all, an abnormally large amount of
paint must be consumed . The paint grades, therefore, serve as guide s
to technique of application .

CALCULATING CLASSIFICATION FROM PAINT FORMULA S

The classification of the paint is calculated from the formula an d
directions for application given on the label, not from the more de-
tailed manufacturing formula used in the paint factory . Obviously
the public declaration of the formula should agree with the. classifica-
tion . When the label formula is stated adequately the classification
calculated from it agrees with that calculated from the manufacturin g
formula, but inaccuracies or ambiguities in the label formula give ris e
to discrepancies . Formulas that comply with the recommende d
Nomenclature for Formula Labeling of the National Paint, Varnis h
and Lacquer Association (18) are. adequate, provided that the propor-
tions of each ingredient, including colored pigments in tinted paints ,
are stated with sufficient precision, and provided further that th e
directions for application are clear and definite.

The remainder of this bulletin deals with the methods of calculatin g
the classification of house and barn paints from the formula as it appear s
on the label . By following the prescribed methods of calculation, an y
house or barn paint can be classified provided that a reasonabl y
adequate statement of the. formula is available .

FORMS OF PRESENTING LABEL FORMULA S

Label formulas, in conformity to custom and to State laws, are
reported in weight percent. The National Bureau of Standards a has
proposed that they be reported both by weight and by volume, i n
parallel columns, as indicated in figure 1 . It is recommended tha t
this practice be adopted by manufacturers cooperating in the classi-
fication plan .

Some manufacturers report the percent of ingredients to two decima l
places, for example, "pigment, by weight, 63 .72 percent." Others
round offall fractions, thus, "pigment, by weight, 64 percent ." The
former practice implies greater precision than is feasible in manufactur -
mg operations, whereas the latter admits uncertainties large enoug h
to alter border-line classifications . It is therefore recommended tha t
the percent be reported to one decimal place, as illustrated in figure 1 .

3 Unpublished communication from Lyman J . Briggs, director of the National Bureau of Standards, t o
Ernest T . Trigg, president of the National Paint, Varnish & Lacquer Association, October 5, 1939.

416217°-41	 2
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The label formula in weight percent, following long custom, ma y
be expressed in one or the other of two basic forms (18), both of whic h
are further subject to certain variations . The form most widely used ,
referred to subsequently as example 1, divides the paint into two parts ,
the pigment and the liquid (also called the vehicle), each of which i s
reported in percent of total paint, and then itemizes the pigment in-
gredients in percent of total pigment, and the liquid ingredients in
percent, of total liquid . Example 2 itemizes all ingredients, both
pigments and liquids, in percent of total paint . The two forms and
their variations can be made clear by using each of them to expres s
typical label formulas for the same paint, namely, the paint alread y
exemplified in figure 1 .

EXAMPLE I, VARIATION A

In variation A the pigment or the liquid or both are only partly
itemized and the balance of the information is given in footnotes .
In the illustration below the composition of the white lead and th e
drying oil is explained in footnotes .

Percent
Pigment, by weight	 63. 8
Liquid, by weight	 36. 2

100. 0
Composition of pigment, by weight :

1 White lead	 43 . 2
Zinc oxide	 23 . 7
Titanium-magnesium	 33 . 1

100 . 0
Composition of liquid, by weight :

2 Drying oil	 85 . 7
Mineral spirits	 10 . 2
Drier	 4 . 1

100 . 0
Footnotes on labe l

1 Composition of white lead :

	

Percent
Basic carbonate 	 70 . 4
Basic sulfate	 29 . 6

100. 0
2 Composition of drying oil :

Refined linseed oil___- . . .	 75. 2
Refined soybean oil_ ---____________ 24. 8

100. 0

It is usually considered unnecessary (though it is desirable) t o
explain the titanium-magnesium in a footnote provided that it con-
sists of 30 percent by weight of titanium dioxide and 70 percent o f
magnesium silicate, which is the composition of the composite pig-
ment sold under that name (3, pp . 625-626) . The statement in th e
label formula, however, does not mean necessarily that the composit e
pigment was used but merely that titanium dioxide and magnesiu m
silicate are present in the proportions indicated . Any additional
magnesium silicate or titanium dioxide is itemized separately in th e
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formula. On the other hand the separate listing of basic sulfate whit e
lead and zinc oxide does not mean necessarily that the two pigments
were actually used separately ; they may represent the component parts
of the composite pigment, leaded zinc oxide (14) - in this case a
leaded zinc oxide containing 35 percent by weight basic sulfate whit e
lead . Mineral spirits and drier are often' lumped together withou t
itemization in a footnote . Other manufacturers report them separately
in the formula as shown but without indicating how much of the drie r
is volatile and how much nonvolatile . The content of nonvolatile in
drier is seldom reported clearly .

EXAMPLE 1, VARIATION B

Variation B differs from A only in the manner of stating the foot -
notes . Instead of itemizing them in percent of the composite ingredi-
ent explained by the footnote, they are :itemized in percent of total pig-
ment or of total liquid . so that the sum of the items is numerically
equal to the percent, of the composite . ingredient appearing in the main
part of the formula . Thus the two footnotes under variation A would
here appear as follows :
i Composition of white lead :

	

Percent

Basic carbonate white lead 	 30 . 4
Basic sulfate white lead	 12 . 8

43 . 2
2 Composition of drying oil :

Refined linseed oil 	
Refined soybean oil_

	 64. 4
	 21 . 3

85 . 7
In printing footnotes the phrase "composition of

	

---" is sometimes
omitted .

EXAMPLE 1, VARIATION C

No footnotes appear in variation C :
Pigment 63 .8 percent of paint, by weight : Percent

Basic carbonate white lead_ _ -------------------- 30. 4
Basic sulfate white lead	 ---------------------- 12 . 8
Zinc oxide___

	

____ --------------- 23. 7
Titanium dioxide_ -

	

-

	

----------------- 9. 9
Magnesium silicate_ _ _ -------------- 23 . 2

Total	 -

	

---------------- 100. 0

Liquid 36 .2 percent of paint, by weight :
Refined linseed oil 	 ---------------------- 64. 4
Refined soybean oil	 ___-__--_____________________ 21 . 3
Mineral spirits and drier_.____ .	 14.3

Total	 100 . 0

The titanium dioxide and magnesium silicate might also be reporte d
as one item, titanium-magnesium, as in the illustration given fo r
variation A. If leaded zinc oxide is used it might appear as "35 -
percent leaded zinc oxide, 36 .5 percent . "
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EXAMPLE 2

Although example 2 may appear in any one of the three variation s
described for example 1, it is usually presented as variation C, a s
follows:

Percen t

Basic carbonate white lead_ ._ _

	

19 . 4
35-percent leaded zinc oxide	 23 . 3
Titanium-magnesium_ _ _ _

	

_	 21 . 1
Refined linseed oil__

	

-	 23 . 3
Refined soybean oil_ _ .	 7. 7
Mineral spirits	 3 . 7
Drier	 1 . 5

Total	 100. 0

A few manufacturers print the formula according both to example 1
and to example 2 in parallel columns in some such manner as the
following :

Pigment 63 .8 percent, liquid 36 .2 percent of the paint, by weight :
Pigmen t
percent

Liquid
percent

Total
percent

Basic carbonate white lead- _ _ 30.4 19. 4
Basic sulfate white lead_ _ _ 12.8 8. 2
Zinc oxide__ 23.7 15. 1
Titanium-magnesium _ _ _ _ 33.1 21 . 1
Refined linseed oil 64.4 23. 3
Refined soybean oil _ 21 .3 7. 7
Mineral spirits and drier__ _ 14.3 5. 2

Total 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

VOLUME ANALYSI S

PREPARED PAINTS

Paints are classified on the basis of their composition by volume ,
not by weight . Not only are the formulas by volume simpler, bu t
paints are usually sold by volume ; and volume rather than weight i s
nearly always the dominant property governing the technique of
application. The process of converting the formula by weight to th e
formula by volume is called for convenience "volume analysis ." It
requires knowledge of the volume occupied in paint by unit weight o f
each ingredient in the paint . This factor is called the bulking valu e
and is listed in. tables 1. and 2 for the ingredients commonly used in
house and barn paints . More extensive tables of bulking values wil l
be found elsewhere (11, pp . 455-578) . The significance of the colum n
headed "Diluent allowance" in table 1 is explained later unde r
"Diluent allowance for velar opaque pigments . "

The names of pigments listed in table 1 have definite significanc e
and require no additional explanation when used in label formula s
except that those names preceded by an asterisk (*) should be des-
ignated C . P . in the label formula, signifying "chemically pure" an d
indicating that there is no admixture of pigment of low opacity (se e
paragraph 6 in the section on Ambiguities in label formulas) . When
the names so marked are used without the designation C . P ., the
bulking value given in the table will be used in the volume analysis
but the diluent allowance will be zero . Names of less definite meanin g
that should be further explained by means of footnotes or otherwis e
are listed subsequently in table 19, p . 28 .
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TABLE 1.-Data on paint pigments for volume analysis of label formulas an d
classification

Name of pigment and chemical symbol occasionally used
Bulking
value per Diluent

allowance

Sy
for u
classpound ti

Opaque white pigments :
Antimony oxide (Sb203)	

Gallon s
0. 0209 0.00 A

Basic carbonate white lead	 .	 . 0176 0 L
Basic sulfate white lead .	 . 0187 0 L
Lead titanate (PbTiOi) 	 . 0164 3.00 L
Lithopone	 . 0279 0 S
Titanatedlithopone	 .	 . 0282 .52
Titanium-barium (25 percent TiO 2 )_ .	 .0279 . 16 T
Titanium-barium (30 percent T i d e ) 	 . 0283 . 37 T
Titanium-calcium	 .

	

- -

	

- - .0384 0 T
T i t a n i u m d i o x i d e (Ti0 2)	 . 0308 3 . 20 T
Titanium-magnesium	 . .	 .0387 0 T
Zincoxide (Zn0)	 . 0215 0 Z
Zinc sulfide (ZnS) 	 .	 . 0300 1 .40 S
Zinc sulfide-barium	 .0286 . 26 S

bo l
e in
fica-
n

Zinc sulfide-magnesium	
Opaque colored pigments :

Aluminum (in flake form)	
Basic lead chromate	
Black oxide (Fe204)	
Blue lead (basic sulfate white lead and carbon) 	
Cadmium red (cadmium lithopone) 	 .	
CadmiumyeIlow (cadmium lithopone) 	
Carbon ( C )	 . .	

* C h i n e s e blue (ferric ferrocyanide)	
*Chrome orange (lead chromate and o x i d e ) 	
*Chrome yellow (lead chromate and sulfate) 	 .	

Chromium oxide (Cr20a) 	
C h r o m i u m oxide hydrate (Cr(OH)2)	
C o p p e r aceto arsenate	
Copper p h t h a l o c y a n i n e 	
C u p r o u s oxide (Cu2O)	
F e r r i c ferrocyanide (Fe ( F e ( C N ) e ) a )	
F e r r i c o x i d e 	
F e r r i c

	

2	
Ferric oxide hydrate (Fe(OH)a)	
Ferric hydroxide (Fe(OH)a)__ . .	
Graphite-

	

. .	 .	
Hydrated chromium oxide (Cr(OH)a)	
Hydrated ferric oxide (Fe(Ol3)a) 	

*Iron blue (ferric ferrocyanide)___ .	 -
Lampblack	
Lead	 (in flake form) --- • 	
Lead chromate (PhCrO4)	
Litharge(PbO)	

*Litholred	 •	
Magnetic oxide (Fea O- a)	
Manganesedioxide ( nOi)	 ._ . .	
Mercury oxide (HBO)	
Mineral black	

*Para red (paranitranilinered)	
P a r i s g r e e n (copperacetoarsenate) 	

blue (ferric f e r r o c y a n i d e )	 - - -
R e d lead ( P b 2 0 4)	

* R e d t o n e r	 -
* T o u l i d i n e red 	 . . - - ----------------------- - --
Tuscan red -

	

. .	 °	
Ultramarine .	 °	
Van Dyke brown	
Zinc chromate (ZnCrO4) 	
Zinc dust	

Pigments of low opacity :
Aluminum hydroxide (A)(0H)2)	 -
Aluminum silicate	 	 • -
Barium sulfate (BaSO4)	 -
Baryces (barium sulfate)	
Blanc fixe (barium sulfate) 	
Calcium carbonate (CAC Oa) 	
Calcium phosphate, (Cai(P04)i)	 ------------- ---- - ---- -
Calcium sulfate, anhydrous (CaSO4) .	
Calcium sulfate, hydrated (CaSO4 .2H20)	
Chalk (calcium carbonate) 	
China clay (kaolin)	 •	Clay (kaolin)	 •	Diatomaceous silica .- .	 ------------ -Fibrous talc	
Gypsum (hydrated calcium sulfate) 	
Kaolin	 •	-Magnesium aluminum silicate 	 .Ma gnesium carbonate (MgCO3)	 .

. 0361 0

. 0470 4.00

.0170 2 .00

. 0250 3 .00

. 0189 0

. 0250 1 .00

. 0280 1 .00

. 0660 5 .00

. 0650 3 .00

. 0170 2.00
.0200 1 .00
. 0230 0
. 0320 0
. 0370 0
. 0790 0
. 0200 3 . 00
. 0650 3 .00
. 0240 4 .00
. 0300 2 .00
. 0300 2.00
. 0540 4 .00
. 0320 0
. 0300 2. 0 0
.0650 3 .00
. 0660 5. 00
. 0240 4. 00
. 0200

0
00

.0127

. 08(10 0

. 0250 3 . 00

. 0300 4 .00

. 0107 3 . 00
. 0450 1 .00
- 0800 0
. 0370 0
. 0650 3. 00
. 0135 1.00
. 0800 0
.0800 0
. 0310 0
. 0500 0
. 0720 0
. 0350 0
. 0170 0

.0400

. 0470
. 027 0
. 0270
.027 5
.044 3
. 0450
. 043 0
.051 0
. 0443
. 0460
. 0460
. 051 0
. 042 1
. 0510
. 0460
. 0450
.0660
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TABLE 1 .-Data on paint pigments for volume analysis of label formulas an d
classification	 Continued

Name of pigment and chemical symbol occasionally used
Bulling
value per
pound

Pigments of low opacity-Continued . Gallons
Magnesium silicate 0, 042 1
Mica_ . 0420
Pariswhite (calciumcarbonate)	 .044 3

,f)45 3Sillica (Si O2)	
Siliceous matter (in earth pigments) 	 . 0430
Slate flour_ .043 0
Tale (magnesium silicate)

	

-_

	

-	 .042 1
Terra alba (hydrated calcium sulfate) 	 .051 0
Whiting (calcium carbonate )

eh_

.044 3

Diluent for use ip
allowanc e , e lassifiea-

I

	

lion

Symbol

TABLE 2 .---Bullying values r for paint liquids 2

Hulk - Bulk -
ing in g

value Name of liquid

	

value
per pe r

pound poun d

Gallons Nonvolatile liquids--Continued,

	

i :al?on sTune oil, bodied 1225
0 . 1288 Resin --- _

	

_	 -
1
110(1

.1260 Varnish nonvolatile 225

.1288 Drier nonvolatile 0800
.1261) Volatile liquids :

T )ipentene _ _ .1600
.1225 Drier (liquid drier or japan drier) . 1250

3Tineral spirits

	

.	 .

	

-~ .155 0
. 1288 Naphtha (varnish makers and paint- i
. 1260 1 1 ersnaphtha)	 .MOO

11 Solventnaphtha_ - .	 -1550
.1300 Turpentine

	

-

	

- .1380
.1260 11 Water . 1200

1 The hulking values for some II I lie liquids lis;e , l are subject to appreciable variation . When liquids
are used of which the hulking values direr Heil ri :t11) from those recorded in table 2, it is recommended tha t
the manufacturer relrort . the correct ,prcitie gr<nif) of the liquid iii the label formula as indicated by th e
follow-inc eyatnple : "Nailed tuna nil (si "r . 0 .975i, " When the specific gravity is so reported the hulkin g
value mill lie etilrulate+l frsito the egrrinion f3=I ri-33G in which B is the hulking value and (7 is the
specific eravit y .

^ For ra list of names of uneertnreanitig for

	

trt liquids and rules for dealing with them, sec table 19, 0 .28.

Allen the Iiibel formula is printed according to example 1, in wIlic h
the pigments a.nd liquids arc itemized sepa rately, the first step in th e
volume tllullVsis is to convert. example 1 to example 2 . The formula
given to illustrate exo,npll' 1 , c ariation A, is thus converted by mean s
of the calculation in table 3 .

TABLE 3.-- Calculation .Vn 1, first stage, to convert values in formula. in example 1 ,
variation ii, to example 2 mine s

Fraction of Step 1- ' Step 2- -
composite rnultiplyby rplerce lyby! To get

(s e
ingre d

e

	

ien t

footnote pig
mfractio

nentoorf
ppl

m

ui
edntienor ingredient

ain ti iqon label)

	

liquid

	

pain t

0 .704 0. 432 63 .8 19 .4 0
.296 . 432 63 .8 8.1 7

.237 63 .8 15 .1 2

.331 63.8 21 .1 2

.857 36. 2 23 .3 1

.857 36 .2 7 .71

.102 36 .2

	

3 .69
.041 36.2

	

1 .4 8

100.00

Name of liqui d

Nonvolatile liquids :
China-wood oil, see tung oil _ _-_ .
Fish oil, refined	
r ish oil bodied
Linseed oil, raw, boiled, or refined -
Linseed oil, bodied, or blow n
Linseed oil, heavy bodied, or heavy

blown

	

_

	

- -Menhaden oil, see fish oil_ -

	

- - ~_
Perilla oil, raw or refined- - - -Bertha oil, bodied
Soybean oil, refined, clarified, o r

refiltered

	

--- -
Soybean oil, bodied

Ingredien t

Basic carbonate white lead
Basic sulfate white lead
Zinc oxide

	

_ .

	

_

Titanium-magnesium _
Refined linseed oi l
Refined soyhean oil 	 _
Mineral spirit s
Drier	

All ingredient s
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If the multipliers in columns 2 and 3 of table 3 are written as
fractions (0 .704 instead of 70 .4 percent) and those in column 4 a s
percents the resultant figures in column 5, or the desired formula
according to example 2, come out in percents again . The results in
the last column are recorded to two decimal places when the com-
putation is to be carried further, but for printing on the label the y
would be rounded off to one decimal place .

When the label formula is printed in example 1, variation B or C ,
step 1 of the computation in table 3 is eliminated, as shown in table 4 .

TABLE 4.-Calculation No . 1, first stage, to convert values in formula in example 1 ,
variation B or C, to example 2 values

Ingredient
Fraction of
pigment
or liquid

Step 2-
multiply

by percen t
of pigmen t
or liqui d
in paint

To ge t
percent of
ingredient
in pain t

Basic carbonate white lead	 0 .304 63 .8 19 . 40
Basic sulfate white lead_ _ _ _

	

_	 .128 63 .8 8 .17
Zinc oxide	 .	

•	
. 237 63 .8 15 . 12

Titanium-magnesium	 .331 63 .8 21 . 12
Refined linseed oil 	 . 644 36 .2 23 .3 1
Refined soybean oil	 . 213 36 . 2 7 .7 1
Mineral spirits and drier .	 .143 36 . 2 5 . 1 7

Allingredients	 100.00

After the formula has been obtained in terms of example 2, it i s
necessary to break down a number of composite ingredients or mix-
tures that ma.y be reported into their component parts before pro-
ceeding further with the volume analysis . In the illustration given
for example 2 (p . 10) the " 35-percent leaded zinc oxide, 23 .3 percent"
must be broken down into "basic sulfate white lead, 8 .2 percent"
(0 .35x23.3) and " zinc oxide, 15 .1" (0 .65X23 .3) . It is essential
later on to know the proportions of lead pigments and of zinc oxid e
separately. Other composite ingredients that must usually be broke n
down, to compute the classification are the iron oxide pigments ,
reduced colored pigments, varnish, bodied oils that contain volatil e
thinner and mixtures of volatile thinner and drier. Adequately re-
ported paint formulas contain all the data necessary for breakin g
down the composite ingredients ; procedures to be followed when
necessary data are omitted in the formula will be described later .
A few composite ingredients whose proportions are well standardize d
(3, 3a) need not be broken down. Pigments such as titanium-magne-
sium and lithopone, for which bulling values are listed in table 1 ,
may be treated as though they were single ingredients .

The second stage in the volume analysis is to convert example 2
from the weight to the volume basis (table 5) . When the weight-
percent of the several ingredients is multiplied by the bulking value s
of the ingredients in gallon per pound, as listed in tables 1 and 2
(step 3) . the volume of each ingredient per 100 pounds of paint is ob-
tamed, of which the sum is the volume in gallons of 100 pounds of paint ,
or in the case illustrated, 6 .397 . The weight of 1 gallon of this paint ,
of course, is 1006.397=15 .6 pounds, which, if the label formula i s
given accurately to one decimal place, should agree within 0 .2 pound
with the weight per gallon determined by test of a sample of the paint .
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If the label formula is given less precisely or contains ambiguities for
which assumptions must be made, the calculated and determined
weights per gallon may vary more widely, but if the disagreement ex-
ceeds 0 .4 pound either the formula is very inadequate or the sampl e
is unrepresentative and the classification of the product is doubtful .
On dividing each number in column 4 of table 5 by their sum (step 4) ,
the volume of each ingredient in gallon per gallon of paint is obtained .
These numbers multiplied by 100 give the formula of the paint i n
volume-percent as shown in figure 1 .

TABLE 5 .- Calculation No . 1, second stage, to convert percent of ingredients by weight
to fractional volume per gallon of paint

Step 4-
To get

	

divide each
gallons per item by
100 pounds total to ge t

of paint

	

fractional
part of 1

gallon
a

Ingredient

Percent
weight

or pound s
per 100
pounds

Step 3-
multiply

by bulking
value (gal-
lon per
pound )

Basic carbonate white lead	
Basic sulfate white lead	
Zinc oxide	
Titanium-magnesium	
Refined linseed oil	
Refined soybean oil	
Mineral spirits	
Drier	

All ingredients	

19 . 40 0.0176 0 . 341 0. 053 3
8 .17 . 0187 . 153 . 023 9

15 . 12 . 0215 . 325 . 0508
21 . 12 . 0387 . 817 . 127 7
23 .31 . 1288 3 . 002 . 4693

7 .71 . 1300 1 . 002 . 1567
3 .69 . 1550 . 572 . 089 4
1 .48 1250 . 185 . 028 9

100 .00 6 . 397 1 .0000.

The third stage in the volume analysis is the calculation of th e
content of opaque pigment, total pigment, and total nonvolatil e
matter in the paint after it has been thinned for finish coat accordin g
to the manufacturer's directions (table 6) . The properties of paint
during application and subsequent service are governed by the com-
position of the paint as used . If the paint is thinned with oil or
turpentine before application its composition is necessarily altered .
Some prepared paints are so made that they have the desired com-
position and consistency for finish coat as soon as the contents of th e
container are thoroughly stirred . Other so-called prepared paints
are too thick in consistency as they come from the container and mus t
be thinned by adding liquid . (The amount of such thinning directed
by different manufacturers varies from zero to as much as one-hal f
gallon per gallon of paint .) Semipaste and paste paints must be
thinned with still larger proportions of liquid . Before paints can b e
graded, therefore, it is necessary to calculate their composition when
ready for application as finish coat in accordance with the manu-
facturer's instructions . The group and type of the paint, however ,
are not altered by thinning and can be determined either from th e
composition in the container or the composition when ready for
finish coat.

In the illustration in table 6, all of the pigments are opaque and th e
drier, in the absence of a statement of its content of nonvolatile matter ,
is considered entirely volatile matter . It will be assumed that th e
directions for application call for thinning the paint with one-hal f
pint of linseed oil and one-half pint of turpentine per gallon for use a s
finish coat .
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TABLE 6 .-Calculation No . 1, third stage, to calculate content of opaque pigment ,
total pigment, and total nonvolatile matter in thinned pain t

Ingredient
Gallon of
ingredient
per gallo n
of paint

Step 5-
add oil and
spirits for
finish coat

(½ pint
each)

Step 6-
divide each

item by tota l
to get gallon
of ingredient
per gallon of
finish paint

Basic carbonate white lead	 0 .053 3
Basic sulfate white lead .	 .0239
Zinc oxide	 . 0508 ------------- -Titanium-magnesium	 . 127 7

Opaque pigment	 . 2557 0 .22 7

Total pigment	 . 22 7. 255 7

Refined linseed oil 	 .	 . 4693
Refined soybean oil	 .156 7

Total nonvolatile	 .8817 0 .9442 0.839

Mineral spirits	 0899 .1519 .135
Drier	 . 0289 . 0289 . 026

Allingredients	 1 .0000 1 . 1250 1. ooa

In column 2 of table 6, the total opaque pigment is the sum of th e
values for white lead, zinc oxide, and titanium-magnesium, all o f
which are considered opaque pigments for the purpose of classification .
Since there are no other pigments present in the paint chosen for th e
illustration, the total pigment is equal to the opaque pigment . The
total nonvolatile is the sum of the total pigment and the linseed an d
soybean oils, or 0 .8817 . The small amount of nonvolatile matter in
the drier is ignored because it is not reported in the formula and th e
error thereby introduced in the calculations is negligible . If the
manufacturer's directions called for application of the paint for finis h
coat as it comes from the can, without any thinning, the calculatio n
would end with the values recorded in column 2, but for the illustra-
tion chosen the thinning recorded in column 3 is assumed to b e
specified . When the volumes of opaque pigment, total pigment,
and total nonvolatile are readjusted for the thinning (steps 5 and 6) ,
as recorded in column 5, they form the basis for classifying the paint .
The instructions to thin the paint for finish coat do not alter th e
group and type in which the paint is classified, but in the illustration
chosen the paint would he grade 1 . if application without thinning
were called for, whereas it is grade 3 when thinned with 1 pint o f
liquid per gallon.

PASTE AND SEMIPASTE PAINT S

The volume analysis of paste paints and semipaste paints is made
in exactly the same way as that for prepared paints, taking into
account the manufacturer's directions for thinning the product fo r
finish coat . To illustrate the calculations a semipaste paint of th e
following label formula is assumed :
Pigment, by weight, 81 .0 percent :

	

percen t

Basic carbonate white lead 	 30. 4
Basic sulfate white lead	 12. 8
Zinc oxide	 .	 23. 7
Titanium-magnesium	 33. 1

Total --

	

-	 100. 0
416217°-41----3
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Liquid, by weight, 19 .0 percent :

	

Percen t

Linseed oil	 65 . 7
Mineral spirits	 ..	 27 . 7
Drier	 6 . 6

Total -

	

100. 0

If it is assumed further that the directions call for addition of 3 quart s
of linseed oil to 1 gallon of the semipaste paint for finish coat, th e
volume analysis would be as shown in calculation No . 2, table 7 .

TABLE 7.-Volume analysis of a semipaste paint (calculation No . 2 )

Frac - Step 2- To get Step 3- Gal -
Step 4-
divide Step 5-

Step 6-
divide
each

item by
tion multiply per - multiply lons each gallons total
of by per- cent by hulk - per item by of to get

Ingredient pig - cent of of in- ing value 100 total to finish gallon
ment pigment gredi - (gallon pounds get frac- paint of in-

or or liquid ent in per of tional ob- gredient
liquid in mint paint pound) paint part of tained pe r

1 gallon gallon
of finish

paint

Basic carbonate white lead	 0.304

	

81.0 24 . 62

	

0 .0176

	

0 .433 0 .0930 	 . .
Basic sulfate white lead	 . 128 81 .0 10 . 37

	

. 0187

	

. 194 .0416 ._ -
Zinc oxide	 -------- .237 81.0 19 . 20

	

. 0215

	

. 413 .0887 	 . .
Titanium-magnesium	 .331 81. 0 26 . 81 . 0387 1 .038 . 2228

Opaque pigment	 .4461 0.255

Total pigment	 .4461 . 255

Linseed oil	 . 657 19.0 12 .48 .1288 L607 . 3450

Total nonvolatile	 .7911 1 .5411 0.88 1

Mineral spirits	 . 277 I9. o 5 . 27

	

. 1550 .817 . 1754 . 1754 . 100
Drier	 _066 19.0 1 .25

	

- 1250 . 156 . 0335 . 0335 .01 9

All ingredients	 	 ;	 -

	

100.00 4 .658
1

	

1 .0000 1 . 750 1.000

DILUENT ALLOWANCE FOR %ERY OPAQUE PIGMENTS

The volume analysis leads to a summation of the content of opaqu e
pigment, total pigment, and total nonvolatile in the paint when mixe d
for application as finish coat. These summations become the basi s
for classifying the paint with respect to grade . The pigments listed in
table 1 under the heading "Pigments of low opacity" contribut e
practically nothing to the opacity of house and barn paints, althoug h
they do add some opacity to water paints and to some flat wall paint s
for interior use (24) . The pigments of low opacity, which wer e
formerly regarded as adulterants by many authorities (23 ; 20, p . 386) ,
must now be considered necessary ingredients in paints that contai n
material proportions of very opaque pigments (10) . In the volume
analysis of house and barn paints, therefore, the pigments of lo w
opacity are counted in the summation for total pigment but not in
that for opaque pigment .

The opaque pigments listed in table 1 contribute materially to th e
opacity of paint but some of them are much more effective in tha t
respect than others. In house and barn paints, which require a rela-
tively high content of total pigment for reasons other than opacity
(7, 9, 12, 13), the custom is to dilute the very opaque pigments by
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mixing them with pigments of low opacity . This custom is recognized
in the volume analysis by counting as part of the opaque pigment a
"diluent allowance" representing a volume of pigment of low opacity
sufficient to make the mixture approximately equal in opacity to th e
white leads and zinc oxide on a volume basis . The diluent allowances
for very opaque pigments established for purposes of volume analysis
are listed in table 1 . The composite pigments, lithopone, titanium -
calcium, titanium-magnesium, and zinc sulfide-magnesium, are give n
zero diluent allowance because they contain the appropriate porportion
of pigment of low opacity to make them equal in opacity to the whit e
leads and zinc oxide . Other composite pigments, such as titanated
lithopone, titanium-barium, and zinc sulfide-barium, contain smaller
proportions of pigment of low opacity and are therefore given smal l
diluent allowances .

The diluent allowance for titanium dioxide is derived from th e
proportions by volume of titanium dioxide and magnesium silicat e
in titanium-magnesium by the calculations shown in table 8. The
diluent allowance for titanium dioxide is therefore 0 .762_0 .238=3.2 .
The diluent allowance for zinc sulfide is calculated in similar manner
from the proportions by volume of zinc sulfide and magnesium silicat e
in zinc sulfide-magnesium .

TABLE 8 . -Derivation of diluent allowance for titanium dioxide

Step in calculation Titaniu m
dioxide

Magnesiu m
silicate

'titanium -
magnesiu m

Pounds per 100 pounds titanium-magnesium	 30 70 100
Multiply by bulking value in pounds per gallon 	 0.0308 0.042 1

Gallons per 100 pounds titanium-magnesium 	 . 924 2 . 950 3 .87 4
Divide both items by total	 3 .874 3 .87 4

Gallon of ingredient in 1 gallon titanium-magnesium	 .238 .762 1 .000

Table 9 illustrates the use of the diluent allowance in volume analy-
sis, with the titanium dioxide and magnesium silicate listed separatel y
instead of the composite pigment titanium-magnesium . The titanium
dioxide is listed among the opaque pigments with a space belo w
for its diluent allowance. The magnesium silicate is recorded after
the opaque pigment . In step 4 the diluent allowance, 0 .0973, is written
in parentheses to indicate that it is added in the summation of opaqu e
pigment but not in the summation of total pigment . Thus the opaque
pigment is 0.256, but in total pigment the diluent allowance is omitte d
and the magnesium silicate, 0 .0974 added, bringing the rounded off
total to 0 .256 . The results shown in the last column of . table 9, of
course, agree with the previous illustration of calculation No . 1 in
which the titanium dioxide and magnesium silicate were listed togethe r
as titanium-magnesillrrl .

In table 9 the opaque pigment and the total pigment happen to b e
equal because the quantity of pigment of low opacity (magnesiu m
silicate) is equal to the diluent allowance for the very opaque pig-
ment (titanium dioxide) . In actual practice, however, the pigment
of low opacity may exceed, equal, or be exceeded by the diluent
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TABLE 9.-Calculation No. 1 (as in tables 4, 5, and 6) with titanium dioxide an d
magnesium silicate listed separately

Ingredient Weight -
percent

Step 3-
multipl y

by bulkin g
value

To get gal -
lons per 100
pounds o f

paint

Step 4--each
item di-
vided by
total to ge t
fractional
part of 1

gallon

Basic carbonate white lead 	 19.40 0 .0176 0 .341 0.0533
Basic sulfate white lead 	 8.17 .0187 .153 .0239
Zinc oxide	 15.12 .0215 .325 .0508
Titanium dioxide	 6. 32 .0308 .194 .0304
Diluent allowance	 .0304 3.2 .0973 1 ( .0973)

Opaque pigment	 .2557

Magnesium silicate	 14.80 .0421 .623 .0974

Total pigment	 .255R

Refined linseed oil 23 .31 .1288 3 .002 .4693
Refined soybean oil 	 7 .71 .1300 1 .002 .156 7

Total nonvolatile_ _ - . .881 7

Mineral spirits

	

_ _

	

_ 3 .69 .1550 .572 -- .0394
Drier	 1 .48 .1250 .185 .0289

All ingredients	 .	 100 .00 10000

Added into total of opaque pigment, but not into total pigment .

allowance . Calculation No . 3, shown in table 10, illustrates the cas e
in which the pigment of low opacity exceeds the diluent allowance an d
in consequence the paint contains less opaque pigment than tota l
pigment.

TABLE 10.-Calculation of thinned paint values in which the content of total pigmen t
exceeds the opaque pigment (calculation No . 3)

Ingredient
Weight -
percent

Step 3-
multipl y

by bulkin g
valu e

Basic carbonate white lead .- . .	 19.44

	

0 .0176
Zinc oxide

	

-

	

---

	

-	 15.92 .021 5
Titanium dioxide	 5.55 .0308
Diluent allowance	 .0250 3 . 2

Opaque pigment	

Magnesium silicate 14 .63 .042 1
Silica	 5.28 .045 3

Total pigment	

Linseed oil	 34.16 .1288

Total nonvolatile	

Mineral spirits	 3.31 .155 0
Drier	 1 .71 .1250

All ingredients	 100 0 0

Step 4-
each ite m
divided b y
total to get
fractional
parts of 1

gallo n

0.342 0.050 0
.342 .0500
.171 .0250
.0800 1 ( .0800)

.20 5

.616 .090 1

.239 .0350

.250

4 . 400 . 6436

.89 1

.513 .0750

.214 .031 3

6 .837 1 .000

To get gal -
tons per 10 0
pounds of

paint

I Added into total of opaque pigment, but not into total pigment .
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Table 11 (calculation No . 4) illustrates the frequent case in which
the diluent allowance for very opaque pigment exceeds the quantit y
of pigment of low opacity used in the paint and the resultant conten t
of opaque pigment recorded is greater than that of total pigment .
In such eases the content. of opaque pigment is a theoretical value an d
might more exactly be called the equivalent opaque pigment . It
represents the volume of pigments of the degree of opacity of whit e
lead and zinc oxide that would be necessary to provide the sam e
opacity. The content of total pigment, on the other hand, is always
a real value, representing the total volume of pigments of all kind s
actually present in the paint .

TABLE 11 .-Calculation of thinned paint values in which the theoretical content of
opaque pigment exceeds the total pigment (calculation No . 4)

Ingredient Weight-
8tep 3-
multiply

	

I
percent by bulkin g

valu e

18. 14 0 .0187Basic sulfate white lead
Zinc nude	 15 . S0 .0215
Titanium dioxide	 10 .00 .0308
Diluent allowance

	

___	 .0454 3 . 2

Opaque pigment	

Magnesium silicate 	 16 .81 .042 1

Total pigment	

Linseed oil	 32.74 .1288

Total nonvolatile	 .	

Turpentine . _ 4 .88 .1380
Drier

	

-_

	

_ -----------------------------

	

--- -
1 .63 .1250

All ingredients 100.00

1 Added into total of opaque pigment, but not into total pigment .

TINTED PAINTS

The volume analysis of tinted paints is made in exactly the sam e
way as that for white paints . Table 12 (calculation No . 5) is repre-
sentative of paints of moderate depth of tint, such as buff or ston e
color .

In table 12 it should be observed that some of the colored pigment s
used for tinting, such as ferric oxide and carbon, contribute to the
content of opaque pigment to an extent far out of proportion to th e
relatively small percent of these pigments by weight in column 2 .
In reporting label formulas for tinted paints it is common practic e
to omit the percent of colored pigments in paints of light or medium
depth of tint . For example, the National Paint, Varnish and Lacque r
Association recommends such omission when the tinting color s
amount to "less than 5 percent" (18) . In table 12 the tinting color s
amount to 4 .39 percent of the paint by weight but they account fo r
23 percent of the calculated content of opaque pigment ; without the
tinting colors the opaque pigment would amount to 0 .215 gallon in-
stead of 0 .281 gallon per gallon of paint . This indicates why tintin g
pigments should be reported more carefully . (See item 8, p. 31 .)

Step 4-

To get gal- each item
Ions per 100 tot a ldivided

ge tpounds of total to ge t
paint

	

fractional
part of 1

gallo n

0 .340

	

0 .050 1
.340

	

.050 2
.308

	

.0454
.1453 !

	

1 ( .1453)

.29 1

. 708

	

.104 3

.25 0

4.217

	

.6210

.87 1

. 673

	

.099 1
. 204

	

.0300

6.790

	

1 .00 0
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TABLE 12.-Volume analysis of tinted paint (calculation No . 5)

Ingredient Weight -
percent

Step 3- -
multiply

by bulkin g
value

To get gal -
lons pe r

100 pounds
of pain t

Basic carbonate white lead	 10 . 97 0 .0176 I

	

0. 193
Zinc oxide	 19 . 43 . 0215

	

`

	

. 41 8
Lead titanate	 11 .77 . 0164

	

. 193
Lead chromate .	 1 .61 .0200

	

.032
Ferricoxide	 2 . 68 .0240

	

.064
Carbon	 .10 .0660 1

	

.007
Diluent allowance	

Opaque pigment	

Magnesium silicate	 16 .66 .0421 .70 1

Total pigment	

Linseed oil	 31 .50 . 1288 4. 057

Total nonvolatile	

Mineral spirits	 3 . 71 .1550

	

.575
Drier	 1 . 57 . 1250

	

. 196

100 .00 6 .436

I Diluent allowance added into total of opaque pigment, but not into total pigment :
For lead titanate,

	

0.0300X3 .0= (0. 0900 )
For lead chromate,

	

. 0050X 1 . 0= ( . 0050)
For ferric oxide,

	

. 0100X4 .0= ( . 0400 )
For carbon,

	

. 0010X5 .0= ( . 0050 )

( . 1400)

COLORED-PIGMENT PAINT S

Paints made with colored pigments, pigments of low opacity, an d
little or no white lead or zinc oxide may well be called colored-pigmen t
paints. Such paints often contain some varnish in the vehicle .
Table 13 (calculation No . 6) illustrates the volume analysis of a n
iron oxide barn paint .

	

Allingredient s

Ferric oxide 1 	

TABLE 13.-Volume analysis of colored-pigment paint (calculation No . 6)

Step 4-
each item
divided b y
total to getfractiona l

part of 1
gallo n

0.0800

.0300
-00500099
.001 1

f .140o )

. 281

. 1087

250

6304

. 880

.0893
, 030 5

1 .000

Weigh t -
percentIngredient

Step 3- To get gal -
multiply

	

ions pe r
by bulk- 100 pounds
ing value

	

of paint

Step 4-
each item

divided b y
total t o
get frac-

tional part
of 1 gallo n

16 . 71 0. 0240 0 . 401 0 . 0500
Diluent allowance ------------------------------- - 0 . 500 4 - 2000 , ( .2000)

Opaque pigment_ _ _ . 250

Calcium sulfate 25 . 09 .0430 1 .079 . 134 4
Calcium carbonate	 .	 4 . 53 .0443 . 201 .0250
Magnesium silicate	 . ._ .	 . 7 . 74 .0421 .326 .040 6

Total pigment	 . 25 0

Linseed oil	 18 .88 .1288 2 . 432 . 303 0
Soybean oil	 12. 36 . 1300 1 .607 . 200 2
Bodied tung oil 	 4 .25 .1225 . 521 -1164 4
Resin	 2. 33 . 1100 . 256 .031 9

Total nonvolatile	 . s50
Mineral spirits	 6.34 .1550 . 983 . 1225
Drier	 1 .77 . 1250 . 221 .0275

Allingredients	 1 no. 00 8 . 027 1 .000

1 Components of venetian red .
2 Added into total of opaque pigment, but not into total pigment .
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DETERMINING THE CLASSIFICATIO N

As already explained, paints are classified by group, type, and grade .

PAINT GROUP S

Paints are assigned to groups according to the nature of the princi-
pal opaque pigments and of the vehicle with which they are. made .
The following symbols are used to describe the groups concisely :

L, lead pigments, as indicated in table 1 .
Z, zinc oxide and the zinc oxide in leaded zinc oxide .
T, titanium dioxide and the titanium dioxide in titanium pigments as indicate d

in table 1 .
S, zinc sulfide and the zinc sulfide in the zinc sulfide pigments as indicated i n

table 1 .
A, antimony oxide, as indicated in table 1 .
F, ferric oxide or hydrated ferric oxide and the ferric oxide in iron oxide pig -

ments, including the earth pigments such as ochre, umber, and sienna .
C, colored pigments other than L or F pigments, as indicated in table 1 .

(e), vehicles containing 15 percent or more by volume of bodied oil, based o n
the total vehicle (nonvolatile liquid plus thinners) .

(r), vehicles containing resin or varnish .
(re), vehicles containing resin and bodied oil to the extent of 15 percent or mor e

of the total vehicle, by volume .

These symbols are eonibined to indicate the characteristic ingre-
dients of the paint . Thus group TLZ (e) means that the paint contains
titanium dioxide, one or more of the lead pigments, zinc oxide, an d
bodied oil to the extent of at least 15 percent of the total vehicle .
There are no symbols for pigments of low opacity, which are not take n
into account in assigning paints to groups . Likewise there are n o
symbols for unhodied drying oil or volatile thinner . For most house
and barn paints, therefore, the symbol for group contains only th e
capital letters standing for opaque pigments .

In combining the symbols to indicate groups, the letters L, Z, T,
and S are used whenever the paint contains any of the pigments for
which the letters stand . no matter how small the proportion may be. .
The letters F and C. however, are not used when the colored pigment s
they represent are present only iii minor proportions for the purpose
of providing color, which is the case in most tinted paints . Tinted
paints may be defined as paints that contain both opaque white pig-
ments and colored pigments with the white pigments exceeding th e
colored pigments in volume . Paints in which the only opaque pig-
ments are colored pigments or in which the colored pigments equa l
or exceed the opaque white pigments in v oh.Ime are called colored
pigment paints . In tinted paints the letters F and C are used in th e
group symbol when the respective colored pigments they represen t
amount to 20 percent or more of the volume of total pigment . In
colored-pigment paints the letters F and C are used whenever th e
paint contains any of the pigments represented, except that letter C
should be omitted if it represents less than 20 percent of the L and F
pigments by volume .

Table 14 lists the groups that comprise most of the house and
barn paints on the market . The list is not exhaustive, however, and i s
intended primarily to illustrate the method of combining symbols
to describe the paint groups .
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TABLE 14 . -Groups of house and barn paint s

WHITE PAINTS AND TINTED PAINT S

Major constituents of-
Group

Pigment

	

Vehicle

White lead _ ________ _

White lead, lead titanate, or both, and
zinc oxide.

White lead, lead titanate, or both ,
zinc oxide, and titanium dioxide .

Titanium dioxide, zinc oxide 	
Titanium dioxide, white lead . . . _ _ _
Zinc sulfide, white lead, and zinc oxid e
Zinc sulfide and zinc oxide 	
Zinc sulfide, titanium dioxide, white

1

	

Do .
lead, zinc oxide.

TINTED PAINTS AND COLORED-PIGMENT PAINT S

F or C added to any of The white pigments indicated by let -
the above symbols for

	

ters L, Z, T, or S plus F or C pig -
white paints, as FLZ

	

ments, respectively, in the amoun t
or CLZ .

	

of 20 percent or more of the total pig-
ment by volume .

COLORED-PIGMENT PAINTS

L	 Lead chromate, red lead, or blue lead__ Unbodied drying oil.
LZ	 .	 . Lead chromate and zinc oxide__ _ Do .
F(r)	 Ferric oxide or ferric hydroxide	 Unbodied oil, bodied oil, and resin .
FZ	 Ferric oxide, zinc oxide	 Unbodied drying oil .
CZ	 C pigment and zinc oxide .	 Do .
CI .(re)	 Chrome green or other mixture of C Unbodied oil, bodied oil, and resin .

and L pigments .
CLZ	 Chrome green and zinc oxide or other Unbodied drying oil .

mixture of C, L, and Z pigments .
C pigment	 Unbodied and bodied oil .

CF(e)	 C and F pigments _ _ Do .

PAINT TYPES

Paints are assigned to types according to the proportion of lea d
pigment and zinc oxide in the total pigment by volume . Account
is taken of the sum of lead pigment . and zinc oxide, L plus Z, and o f
the ratio of lead pigment to zinc oxide, L/Z . Five ranges of L plu s
Z are recognized as follows :

Range
1. Very high content of lead pigment and zinc oxide_ _

	

80 percent or more .
2. High content of lead pigment and zinc oxide	 60 to 79.9 percent .
3. Medium content of lead pigment and zinc oxide_ _ _ _

	

40 to 59.9 percent .
4. Low content of lead pigment and zinc oxide	 20 to 39.9 percent .
5. Very low content of lead pigment and zinc oxide__

	

0 to 19.9 percent .

Four ranges in ratio of lead pigment to zinc oxide are recognized
as follows:

Range
A. Very high ratio of lead pigment to zinc oxide	 Over 3/1 .
B. High ratio of lead pigment to zinc oxide_ ._ _

	

3/1 to 1/1 .
C. Low ratio of lead pigment to zinc oxide	 Less than 1/1 to 1/3 .
D. Very low ratio of lead pigment to zinc oxide _ oxide	 Less than 1/3 .

LZ	
Unbodied drying oil .

Do .

TLZ	
TLZ(e)	
TZ	 •	
TI, (r)	
SLZ	
SZ	
STLZ	

{Do.
Bodied and unbodied oil .
Unbodied drying oil .
Unbodied oil, bodied oil, and resin .
Unbodied drying oil .

Do .

Unbodied drying oil, but if resin o r
much bodied oil is present add th e
symbols (r), (e), or (re), as required .
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A type is described by naming the range of L plus Z and the rati o
of L/Z, for example, "type high content of lead pigment and zin c
oxide with high ratio of lead pigment to zinc oxide ." For brevity
this type may be referred to as "type 2B ." In type 5, which has
very low content of lead pigment and zinc oxide, the ratio L/Z has
practically no significance and is omitted .

In the paint illustrated in table 5, the content of lead pigment a s
obtained by step 4 is the sum of the basic carbonate white lead an d
the basic sulfate white lead, or 0 .0772 . Since the content of zinc
oxide is 0 .0508, L+Z=0 .12$0, which is 50.1 percent of the total
pigment and L/Z=1 .52 . The paint, therefore, is group TLZ type 3B .

In calculation No. 2 (table 7), L=0 .0930+0 .0416, or 0 .1346 an d
Z-0 .0337 . L+Z=0 .4461, or 50 .1 percent of the total pigment an d
L/Z=1 .52 . The paint, therefore, is of the same group and type a s
No . 1 .

In calculations Nos . 3 and 4 (tables 10 and 11), L+Z=40 .1 percent
of the total pigment and L/Z=1 .0 . These paints also, therefore, are
group TLZ type 3B .

In calculation No. 5 (table 12), some of the lead pigments hav e
diluent allowances which are counted in computing the content o f
L pigment, thus :
Basic carbonate white lead 	 0 . 0300
Lead titanate	 . 0300
Diluent allowance for lead titanate	 ( . 0900)
Lead chromate	 . 0050
Diluent allowance for lead chromate 	 .	 ( . 0050)

Total L pigment	 . 1600

(L±Z)=-0 .250=90 .0 percent of the total pigment and L/Z=2 .47.
The paint, therefore, is group LZ type 1B .

In calculation No. 6 (table 13) the paint contains neither lead pig-
ment nor zinc oxide but does contain ferric oxide. The vehicle con-
tains resin and bodied oil amounting to 0 .0968 . The vehicle amounts
to 0 .750 (1 minus the total pigment), so that the resin and bodied oi l
amount to 0 .0963-0 .750 X100=12 .9 percent of the vehicle . Accord-
ingly the paint belongs to group F (r) type 5 . If the resin and bodied
oil amounted to 15 percent or more of the vehicle the paint would b e
group F (re) type 5 .

Although in times past house and barn paints of all of the possibl e
types have been offered on the market, type ID is now entirely obso-
lete, types 1C and 2D are practically obsolete., types 2A, 2C, 3A, 3D ,
and 4B represent, only a few paints that fall slightly beyond the border s
of neighboring types, and types IA and 4A each represent almost
entirely paints of a single group . Most house and barn paints,
therefore, fall in one of the types 1.B, 2B, 3B, 3C, 4C, 4D, and 5 .

In practice paints of any one group are made only in a limite d
number of types, sometimes in one type only . Table 15 indicates th e
types in which the more important . groups of paint commonly appear
on the market .
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TABLE 15.-Types in which the more important groups of house and barn paints ar e
commonly mad e

Groups 1 Remarks Types
commonly made

L White lead paint in white or tints, red lead, blue lead, or chrom e
yellow paint .

IA .

LZ_ -

	

.

	

White and tinted paints__ .-

	

. . .	 .	 .

	

. .	 1B, 2B .
CL Z or F LZ	 Deeply tinted paints	 .	 3B, 3C, 4C, 4D, 5
TLZ . _ _ _ . .	 White and tinted paints of manufacturer's first grade 	 2B, 3B, 3C .
TLZ

	

__ .___- White andtinted paint.soffered assecond grade	 4B, 4C, 5 .
1'Z or SZ	 White and tinted paints_ .	 4D, 5 .
TL

	

.	 ----

	

rla .	 4A .
SLZ	 do .	 3B, 3C, 4B, 4C, 5 .
S or TCheap white and tinted paints_ .	 5 .
CLorCLZ	

FZ	

Colored-pigment paints	 4B, 4C, 5 .

C	
CF	
CZ	

•Colored-pigment paints 	 5 .

1 The groups are listed with reference to the ingredients of the pigment only . Some of these pigmen t
combinations are usually in vehicles containing bodied oil or bodied oil and resin and the complete grou p
symbols contain the added marks (e), (r), or (re) .

PAINT GRADES

House and barn paints, with the exception of house-paint primers an d
enamels or rc enamelized paints," are graded on the basis of their con -
tent of opaque pigment, total pigment, and total nonvolatile a s
revealed by the volume analysis, step 4 or 6, according to whether th e
paint is intended for application without thinning or with thinning fo r
the finish coat . The rules for grading are given in table 16 . A paint
is assigned to the highest grade for which it meets all three require-
ments.

TABLE 16 . -Grading rules for house and barn paints

Minimum content of-

Grade Opaque pig -
men t

(equivalent)

Total pig -
ment

(actual)
Total non-

volatil e

1	 0 . 250 0 . 250

	

0.870
2	 ..	 .210 230 .80 0
3	 .170 .210 .73 0
4	 . 130 . 190 .66 0
5 1 . 090

	

.170 .590

1 Grade 6 is applied to any paint failing to meet requirements of grade 5 .

The paint of calculation No . 1, as delivered in the container, con -
tains (table 6) (1 .2557 opaque pigment., 0 .2557 total pigment, and
0 .8817 total nonvolatile . If the paint were intended for applicatio n
as finish coat. without any t11imuiing it, would meet all the requirements
for grade 1 . When t,hiiined with oil and turpentine according t o
the instructions, however, the paint. contains (table 6, step 6) 0 .227
opaque pigment, 0 .227 total pigment, and 0 .839 total nonvolatile .
The highest grade for which it . then meets all requirements is grade 3 .
Accordingly the paint is classified as group TLZ type 3B grade 3 .

The seuzipaste paint of calculation No . 2, when thinned as directed
for finish coat, contains (table 7) 0 .255 opaque pigment, 0.255 tota l
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pigment, and 0 .881 total nonvolatile, which meets all requirement s
for grade 1 . The paint is therefore classified as group TLZ ;type 3B
grade 1 .

The paint of calculation No. 3 (table 10), if it is to be applied with -
out further thinning, contains 0 .205 opaque pigment, 0 .250 total
pigment, and 0 .894 total nonvolatile, which meets all requirements
for grade 3 . The paint is therefore classified as group TLZ type 3B
grade 3 .

The paints of calculations Nos . 4 and 5 (tables 11 and 12), provided
that the instructions call for application for finish coat without thin-
ning, meet all requirements for grade 1 and are therefore classified ,
respectively, as group TLZ type 3B grade 1 and group LZ type 1B
grade 1 .

The paint of calculation No . 6 (table 13), if applied without thin-
ning, contains 0.250 opaque pigment, 0.250 total pigment, and 0 .850
total nonvolatile . It meets all requirements for grade 2 and is
accordingly classified as group F(r) type 5, grade 2 .

House-paint primers and undercoaters made with the property o f
controlled penetration are graded according to the rules of table 17 .
The required content of opaque pigment and of total pigment is the
same, grade for grade, as those for house and barn finish paints bu t
materially lower contents of total nonvolatile are demanded becaus e
the vehicles used in primers of the kind in question necessarily con-
tain larger proportions of volatile thinners . Group and type ar e
determined for house-paint primers in exactly the same way as fo r
finish paints .

TABLE 17.-Grading rules for house-paint primers

Minimum content of-

Grade Opaque pig -
ment (equiv -

alent)
Total pig-

ment (actual)
Total non-

volatil e

0.250
. 21 0
.17 0
.13 0
. 090

0. 25 0
. 23 0
. 21 0
.19 0
.170

0.730
.660
. 590
. 520
. 450

-------------------------------------------------- -

-----------

	

--------- -
------------------------------------------- -

Any primer failing to meet grade 5 is classified as g rade 6.

Enamels and "enamelized paints" for exterior use are graded on the
basis of their content of opaque pigment and of total nonvolatil e
according to the rules of table 18 . Products to come under the rule s
of table 18 instead of those of table 16 must contain bodied oil or resi n
and bodied oil to the extent of 15 percent or more of the vehicle by
volume and the group symbol will therefore contain the mark (e) o r
(re) . In addition the label must indicate clearly that the product ha s
the characteristics of enamel or is intended for uses in which ename l
or "enamelized paint" is customary . Porch and deck paints, for
example, are commonly expected to be enamels, and colored pigmen t
paints intended for shutters, trim, and other minor areas of house
exteriors are frequently more enamel- than paint-like in properties .
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TABLE 18.-Grading rules for enamels and enamelized paint s

minimum content of-

Grade

-2	 Y	
3	
4	
5 1 _

Opaque pig-
ment

(equivalent )

0. 290
.250
. 21 0

170
.130

Total non -
volatil e

0.550
. 490
. 430
.370
.31 0

enamel failing to meet grade 5 is classified as grade 6 .

AMBIGUITIES IN LABEL FORMULAS

A number of ambiguities have become widely prevalent in label
formulas . Many of these probably arise from the belief that pain t
buyers examine the formulas only in a cursory, qualitative manner
so that full details are unnecessary . The procedure of classification ,
however, is quantitative and requires reasonably adequate details i n
the formula . Since all doubtful points are given the interpretation
least favorable to the quality of the paint, the paint manufacturer' s
best interests are served by making the formula as complete an d
accurate as practicable .

Inadequacies and ambiguities in label formulas are dealt with
according to the rules given in this section to make sure that the
paint will not receive a more favorable classification than it woul d
receive if the formula were more clearly stated .

1. Omission of statement of content of pigment and of liquid percen t
of paint hen. the -form u/a. is reported by example 1 .-In this case the
formula is inadequate and the paint cannot be classified unless a
sample is available with which the weight per gallon can be deter -
mined . The missing data can be calculated from the weight pe r
gallon if the formula is adequate in all other respects .

2. Lincertain names for white lead and zinc oxide or incomplet e
statement of their composition .-Basic carbonate white lead is some -
times reported under the following names : White lead carbonate ,
carbonate white lead, lead carbonate, basic lead carbonate, carbonat e
of lead, and basic carbonate of lead . Although some of these name s
are incorrect, they will be interpreted as basic carbonate white lead .
Similarly basic sulfate white lead will be understood by any of the
following alternative names : White lead sulfate, sulfate white lead ,
lead sulfate, basic lead sulfate, sulfate of lead, and basic sulfate o f
lead, except that lead sulfate as an ingredient of chrome yellow may
be considered lead chromate for the purpose of the volume analysis .
"Sulphate" is an older spelling of sulfate that is still widely used in
label formulas .

When white lead is reported without further explanation it will b e
assumed to consist entirely of basic carbonate white lead . Occa-
sionally white lead is still further abbreviated to lead ; if it is clear tha t
the name is applied to a white pigment it will be taken to mean basi c
carbonate white lead, not metallic lead . Similarly, zinc oxide is
sometimes called zinc white or merely zinc .

I
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When white lead and zinc oxide are lumped together without furthe r
details, sometimes under the name lead and zinc, the mixture will b e
assumed to be half basic carbonate white lead and half zinc oxide b y
weight. The terms lead-zinc pigment and lead-zinc, on the othe r
hand, usually mean leaded zinc oxide and will be so interpreted .

When leaded zinc oxide is reported without further details of com-
position it will be assumed to consist of equal parts by weight of basic
sulfate white lead and zinc oxide .

3. Uncertain names for titanium pigments .-In some label formulas
names of indefinite meaning appear, such as : Titanium, titanium
white, titanium pigment, titanium-barium, and titanox . When there
is uncertainty about the nature of the titanium pigment it will b e
assumed to be titanium-barium (25 percent TiO2) as listed in table 1 .

The following names approved by the American Society for Testing
Materials (3, pp . 635-626) and by the National Paint, Varnish and
Lacquer Association (18) will be interpreted as indicated :

Titanium dioxide, commercially pure titanium dioxide containing on analysi s
not less than 97 percent of titanium dioxide. Titanium oxide is a synonym for
titanium dioxide. Titanium dioxide pigment, however, will be considered to
mean titanium-barium (25 percent TiO 2) as listed in table 1 .

Titanium-magnesium or titanium-magnesium pigment, 30 percent of com-
mercially pure titanium dioxide and 70 percent of magnesium silicate by weight .
On analysis it should contain not less than 28 percent of titanium dioxide .

Titanium-calcium or titanium-calcium pigment, 30 percent of commerciall y
pure titanium dioxide and 70 percent of anhydrous calcium sulfate by weight .
On analysis it should contain not less than 28 percent of titanium dioxide .

Titanium-barium or titanium-barium pigment, 25 percent of commerciall y
pure titanium dioxide and 75 percent of barium sulfate by weight . On analysis
it should contain not less than 24 percent of titanium dioxide .

When titanium-barium containing 30 percent of titanium dioxide
(not less than 28 percent on analysis) is used its composition should b e
clearly revealed either by a footnote or by printing the percentage o f
titanium dioxide by weight in parentheses after the name, thus ,
"titanium-barium (30 percent titanium dioxide) ." If the manufac-
turer so desires, the actual content of commercially pure titanium diox -
ide and of pigment of low opacity in any of the composite titaniu m
pigments may be listed separately in the label formula .

Lead titanate, for purposes of classification, is considered a lea d
pigment, not a titanium pigment . It should always be listed clearly
as lead titanate in the label formula.

4. lncertain names for zinc sulfide pigments .-Zinc sulfide pigment s
of uncertain name will be assumed to be lithopone as listed in table 1 .

The following names approved by the American Society for Testing
Materials (3a, pp . 633- 634) and the National Paint, Varnish and Lac-
quer Association (18) will be interpreted as indicated :

Zinc sulfide, commercially pure zinc sulfide containing on analysis not less tha n
97 percent of zinc sulfide . Zinc sulfide pigment, however, will be taken to mean
lithopone as listed in table 1 .

Lithopone, 28 percent of commercially pure zinc sulfide and 72 percent of barium
sulfate by weight. On analysis it should contain not less than 26 percent of zinc
sulfide .

Zinc sulfide-barium or zinc sulfide-barium pigment, 50 percent of commerciall y
pure zinc sulfide and 50 percent of barium sulfate by weight . On analysis it should
contain not less than 45 percent of zinc sulfide . The term "double strength litho -
pone" will be taken to mean zinc sulfide-barium .
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Zinc sulfide-magnesium or zinc sulfide-magnesium pigment, 50 percent of com-
mercially pure zinc sulfide and 50 percent of magnesium silicate by weight . On
analysis it should contain not less than 45 percent of zinc sulfide .

Zinc sulfide-calcium or zinc sulfide-calcium pigment, 50 percent of commerciall y
pure zinc sulfide and 50 percent of anhydrous calcium sulfate by weight . On
analysis it should contain not less than 45 percent of zinc sulfide . This pigment ,
which is not listed in table 1, should be broken down into its two ingredients i n
computing the volume analysis .

Titanated lithopone, 15 percent of commercially pure titanium dioxide an d
85 percent of lithopone by weight .

5. Use of trade names for paint ingredients .-Paint ingredients
should not be reported in label formulas by trade names subject t o
copyright. When trade names are so used the ingredient must b e
identified satisfactorily before the paint can be classified properly .
The comprehensive "raw materials indexes" in Gardner's Physica l
and Chemical Examination of Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers, and
Colors (11, pp. 455-578), list most of the paint ingredients by trad e
brand together with information necessary to identify the nature o f
the ingredient and with the bulking values . Whenever ingredients
reported in label formulas can be clearly identified by means of thes e
raw materials indexes the bulking values reported therein may b e
used in the volume analysis and classification . A few trade names
sometimes found in label formulas are listed in table 19 .

TABLE 19 .-Ambiguous names and trade names for paint ingredient s

Composition to be assumed when no further explanation is
given in the label formula (proportions are given in per-
centages by weight), or equivalent of term

Trade name for hopone	
Mincite l spirit s
Resin, see table 2
Trade name for aluminum silicate 	
65 percent aluminum, 35 percent mineral spirits .
Water	 ..	

	

-do	 .	Solvent naphtha	
Trade name for Magnesium silicate 	
Drier nonvolatile	 .Trade name ; count as resin, see table 2 	
Basic carbonate white lead	 .	

	

- do	Basiesulfate white lead	 .__ . _ .._ .	

	

do	 .	 "	8 percent carbon ; 92 percent calcium phosphate 	
30 percent !erne oxide, 70 percent siliceous matter 	
Bodied (desrri p tive of a drying oil} 	
Basic earben~te Whitt. lead	 .	

	

do	Chronic green, reduced, see below	
Chronic green, medinin, see below	
90 percent lead chromate, 10 percent ferric ferrocyanide_ 	
75 percent lead chromate, 25 percent ferric ferrocyanide____ ___ _
60 percent lead chromate, -10 percent . ferric ferroeyamde	

15 percent c . p . chrome green, 85 percent barium sulfate 	
Trade name for diatomaceous silica	
Water	 . . .	
Cryptone MS, see below	 - . .
Trade name for zinc sulfide-barium 	
Trade name for zinc sulfide-calcium	
Trade name for zinc sulfide-magnesium	
Trade name for diatomaceous silica	

Name 1 of ingredient

See para-
grap h

indicated
in section
on Ambi-
guitie s

Albalith	
Aliphatic hydrocarbons	
Alkyd resin	
Aluminum flake	
Aluminum paste	
Aqueous suspending agent 	
Aqueous bodying agent	
Aromatic hydrocarbons	
Asbestine	
Ash	
Bakelite resin	
Basic carbonate of lead	
Basic lead carbonate	
Basic lead sulfate	
Basic sulfate of lead	
Bone black	
Brown oxide	
Calorized	
Carbonate of lead	
Carbonate lead	
Chrome green	
Chrome green, c. p	
Chrome green, c . p ., light	
Chrome green, c . p ., medium	
Chrome green, c . p ., dark (o r

deep) .
Chrome green, reduced	
Celite	
Colloidal solution	
Cryptone	
Cryptone BA	
Cryptone CA	
Cryptone MS	
Dicalite	

9
5

1 4
4, 5
4, 5
4, 5
4 , 5

5
1 The names in this list either should not. be used in label formulas (for example, the trade names) or when

used require further explanation of their composition in terms of the ingredients listed in tables 1 and 2 .
When the further explanation is lacking, arbitrary assumptions about their composition will be made a s
indicated in the second column and discussed in the paragraph of the section on AMBIGUITIES IN LABE L
FORMULAS indicated in the last column of the table .

12
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TABLE 19.-Ambiguous names and trade names for paint ingredients-Continue d

Name of ingredient
Composition to be assumed when no further explanation i s

given in the label formula (proportions are given in per-
centages by weight), or equivalent of term

See para-
graph

indicate d
in sectio n
on Ambi-

guities

Drier and thinner	 Assume the drier to be 5 percent of the sum of the nonvola -
tile liquids and that the balance is mineral spirits .

12

Drop black	 8 percent carbon, 92 percent calcium phosphate	 . 9
Drying oil	 Use bulking value for linseed oil 	 10
Durmolized	 Bodied (descriptive of a drying oil)	 10
Emulsified oil	 --------------------------------- -.Wattei ro 1 4
Emulsion	
Ester gum	 R Resin, setable 2	

14

E xtender	 Barium sulfate	 7
Extending pigment	 7
Ferrite yellow	 Trade name for ferric hydroxide	 5
Fixed fatty oil 	 Use bulking value for linseed oil_ _ . .	 1 0
Gloss oil	
Glycerol phthalate	

50 percent resin, 50 percent mineral spirits 	
Resin, see table 2	 •	

1 1

Heat-treated	 Bodied (descriptive of a drying oil)	 1 0
Hydrogenated naphtha 	 Use bulking value for mineral spirits	 1 3
Indian red	 . 50 percent ferric oxide, 50 percent siliceous matter 	 9
Inert	 Barium sulfate	 7
Inert pigment	 ----do	 7
Iron oxide	 Use bulking value for ferric oxide but no diluent allowance	 9
Ivory black	 8 percent carbon, 92 percent calcium phosphate	 9
Japan drier	 Drier	 --------- -Keystone filler	 Tradenameformineralblack	 5
Lead	 Basic carbonate white lead when obviously meaning a whit e

pigment but do not confuse with lead in flake form .
2

Lead and zinc	 50 percent. basic carbonate white lead and 50 percent zinc oxid e
when obviously meaning white pigments .

2

Lead carbonate 	 Basic carbonate white lead	 2
Leaded zinc oxide	 50 percent basic sulfate white lead, 50 percent zinc oxide_ _ _ . _ .	 2
Lead oxide	 Red lead	 9
Lead paste	 90 percent lead in flake form, 10 percent mineral spirits	 --------- -Lead sulfate	 Basic sulfate white lead but when part of chrome yellow coun t

as lead chromate .
2, 9

-lith (suffix)__

	

_	 Trade name usually meaning lithopone but see Limeolith
below .

5

Lithopone, double strength	 Zinc sulfide-barium	 4
Limeolith	
Liquid drier	

Trade name for calcium carbonate 	
Drier	

5

Metallic brown	 50 percent ferric oxide, 50 percent siliceous matter _

	

_ _

	

. .	 9
Metro-Nite	 Trade name, use bulking value for magnesium silicate 	 . - . 5
Monastral blue	 Trade name for copper phthalocyanine	 5
Ochre	 20 percent ferric hydroxide, 80 percent siliceous matter 	 9
Organic color	
Oxide black	

Use bulking value 0 .08, diluent allowance 0 	
Black oxide	

9

Oxide brown	 30 percent ferric oxide, 70 percent siliceous matter 	 9
Oxide of iron	 Iron oxide, see above	 9
Oxide of lead	 Red lead	 9
Oxide of titanium	 Titanium dioxide	 3
Oxide of zinc__

	

_	 Zinc oxide	 2
Oxide red	 30 percent ferric oxide, 70 percent siliceous matter .	 9
Oxidcyellow	 30 percent ferric hydroxide, 70 percent siliceous matter_ _ _ 9
Ozlo lead-zinc pigment	 Trade name for leaded zinc oxide__

	

_	 2, 5
Persian Gulf oxide	 .
Phenolic resin	

70 percent ferric oxide . 30 percent siliceous matter	
Resin, see table 2	

9

Ponoiith __ . .	 Trade name for lithopone___ . .	 4, 5
Prince's mineral	 50 percent ferric oxide, 50 percent siliceous matter 	 9
Processed	 Bodied (descriptive of a drying oil) 1 0
Pyrax	 Trade name for magnesium silicate .	 5
Raniapo blue	 Trade name for copper phthalocyanine 	 5
Red oxide	
Resin ester .

30 percent ferric oxide, 70 percent siliceous matter 	
Resin, see table 2

9
.

Rosin ester	
Sesquioxide of iron	

____________________________________________ _
	 do	Ferric oxide	 --

	

9
Sienna, burnt	 .___ 30 percent ferric oxide, 70 percent siliceous matter 	 9
Sienna, raw	 • .	 30 percent ferric hydroxide, 70 percent siliceous matter 	 9
Silica and silicates	 Magnesium silicate except when part of an earth pigment, whe n

it is siliceous matter .
7, 9

Silicates	 Magnesium silicate except when part of an earth pigment ,
when it is siliceous matter .

7, 9

Siliceous pigments 	 Siliceous matter	 9
Soap solution	 Water	 °	 14
Solution	 Water	 14
Spanish	 80 percent ferric oxide, 20 percent siliceous matter 	 9
Sublimed white lead	 Basic sulfate white lead _____	 2
Sulfate of Iead	 Basic sulfate white lead but when part of chrome yellow coun t

as lead chromate .
2, 9

Surfex	 Trade name, consider as calcium carbonate	 5
Suspending agent	 Water	 14
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TABLE 19.-Ambiguous names and trade names for paint ingredients-Continued

See para -
g raph

indicate d
in section
on Ambi_gaities

6 . Use ofchemical symbols for paint pigments.-Table 1 lists some
chemical symbols occasionally appearing in label formulas, that repre-
sent pigments consisting of a single chemical compound . As a rule
chemical symbols are used only to provide supplementary information
about the composition of pigments and to make that information a s
explicit as possible, as for example, " iron oxide (Fe20 3 , 100%)," as
indicating a commercially pure iron oxide . The chemical symbol
presumably means the content of the ingredient, in question that woul d
be found by chemical analysis. The chemical symbol may also b e
used to show the proportion of the essential constituent in a pigmen t
that is a mixture of substances for which there are no recognize d
standards ; for example, "raw sienna (Fe203, 32%) ." In this example
the essential colored ingredient is really ferric oxide hydrate or ferri c
hydroxide, Fe(OH)3i but the analytical chemist would report it i n
terms of ferric oxide .

Among the manufactured colored pigments known as dry colors ,
the term "C . P .," which stands for chemically pure, is commonl y
used, as previously stated, to indicate absence . of admixture with
pigments of low opacity . For example, "C . P . chrome green" means

Composition to be assumed when no further explanation i s
given in the label formula (proportions are given in per-
centages by weight), or equivalent of term

Name of ingredient

Syan blue	
Synthetic drying oil	
Thermolyzed	
Thinner	
Thinner and drier	

Ti-Bar	
Ti-Cal	
Titnonox	
Ti-Pure	 -Titanium
Titanium dioxide pigment 	 .	
Titanium pigment	
Titanium white	
Titanolil.h	
Titanox	
Titanox A (or AA) 	 .
Titanox B	
Titanox B30	
Titanox C	
Titanox L	Titanox M	
Ti-Tint	
Ti-Tone	
Umber, burnt	

Umber, raw	

Varnish	
Varnish base	
Vegetable drying oi :l	
Venetian red	
Volatile	
White lead	
White lead and zinc oxide 	
White lead carbonate 	
White. lead sulfate	
Yellow ochre	
Yellow oxide	
Zinc	

Zinc sulfide-calcium	
Zinc sulfide pigment	
Zinc white	

Trade name for copper phthalocyamne	
Count as varnish nonvolatile 	
Bodied (descriptive of a drying oil) __ . .	
Mineral spirits
Assume the drier to he 5 percent of the sum of the nonvolatile

liquids and that the balance is mineral spirits .
Trade name for titaniumbariurn 	 -_ _
Trade name for titaniumcalcium	
Trade name for antimony oxide 	
Trade name for titanium dioxide 	
Titanium-barium (25 percent Ti 	
	 do	
	 do		 do	Trade name for titanated lithopone 	
Titanox B, see below,. .	
Trade name for titanium dioxide 	
Titanium-barium (25 percent TiOa)	
Titanium-barium (30 percent TiOi) 	
Titanium-calcium	
Lead titanate_ . .	
Titanium-magnesium	
Trade name for titanium dioxide (colored)	
Trade name for titanated lithopone 	 .	
40 percent ferric oxide, 10 percent manganese . dioxide, 50 percent

siliceous matter .
40 percent ferric hydroxide, 10 percent manganese dioxide,

50 percent siliceous matter .
40 percent varnish nonvolatile, 60 percent mineral spirits 	
Varnish nonvolatile 	 . .	 .	 .___ . --------- -Use hulking value for linseed oil 	 .	
8 percent ferric oxide, 92 percent anhydrous calcium sulfate	
Mineralspirits	 .	
Basic carbonate white lead_ __- .	
50 percent basic carbonate white lead, 50 percent zinc oxide 	
Basic carbonate white lead .	 .	
Basic sulfate white lead --__• 	 . .	
20 percent ferric hydroxide . SO percent siliceous matter 	
30 percent ferric hydroxide, 70 percent siliceous matter 	
Zinc oxide when obviously meaning a white pigment, but do

not confuse with zinc dust .
50 percent zinc sulfide, 50 percent anhydrous calcium sulfate_ _
Lithopone	 ----------- -Zinc oxide . . .	 . .	
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that the pigment consists entirely of lead chromate and ferric ferro-
cyanide. The term "chrome green" alone is less definite because i t
might mean a "reduced chrome green," which is a mixture of c . p .
chrome green and such pigments as barium sulfate and kaolin .

7. Inadequate reporting of pigments of low opacity .-Vague terms
such as : Inerts, inert pigments, extenders, and extending pigment s
will be assumed for purposes of classification to mean barium sulfate .
The terms silicates, silica, and silicates, and siliceous pigments will b e
assumed to mean magnesium silicate, except that silicates, siliceous
pigments, and siliceous matter, when clearly shown to be part of iron
oxide, sienna, umber, or ochre, will be considered pigment of lo w
opacity having a bulking value of 0 .043 gallon per pound .

8. Omission of colored pigments in . formulas fr,r tinted paints .---In
tinted paints in which the content of colored pigments is small--say ,
less than 5 percent of the total pigment by weight (18)-it is commo n
practice to report only the white pigments and pigments of lo w
opacity, omitting the colored pigments . Some manufacturers may
not have an accurate record of the content of colored pigments in
their tinted paints . The colored pigments with high diluent allow-
ances, however, contribute to the equivalent . content of opaq ue pig-
ment calculated in the volume analysis to an extent, far greater tha n
their actual proportions by weight . Carbon and ferric ferrocy aside,
which have high bulking values as well as high diluent allowances ,
are especially powerful contributors. It is recommended, therefore ,
that colored pigments having diluent allowances of 2 or more b e
reported in the label formula whenever they are present to the exten t
of 1 percent or more of the total pigment by weight, and that colore d
pigments with a diluent allowance of 4 or 5, or with a diluent allow-
ance of 2 or more and a, bulking value of 0 .05 or more, be reported
whenever they are present to the extent of 0 .5 percent or more of th e
total pigment by weight .

If the colored pigments in tinted paints are not reported in th e
label formula, no allowance for their contribution to the equivalen t
content of opaque pigment can be made in the volume analysis . This
may result in assigning the paint to a lower grade than it would hav e
if the colored pigments were reported .

9. Inadequate description cf colored pigments .-In colored pigments
that are mixtures of a colored ingredient and ingredients of lo w
opacity, such as venetian red, iron oxide, sienna, umber, ochre, bone
black, and reduced chrome green, the proportion of the colored in-
gredient should be stated in a footnote or otherwise. If such supple-
mentary information is not provided, the proportion of colore d
pigment will be assumed to be as listed in table 19, in which minimum ,
or nearly minimum, contents of colored ingredients are assumed .
Thus, failure to report the content of colored ingredient in the labe l
formula will often result in underestimation of the equivalent conten t
of opaque pigment in the paint, and possibly in its assignment to a
lower grade than would be the case if the label formula were mor e
nearly complete . In tinted paints containing only small proportion s
of colored pigments, the underestimation will be much less seriou s
than it may be in deeply tinted paints and particularly in colored -
pigment paints.

Particular care is needed in describing chrome green. Not only are
there the c. p. and reduced chrome greens, but c . p. chrome green,
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being itself a mixture of lead chromate and ferric ferrocyanide, may
contain also lead sulfate or basic carbonate white lead . The pro-
portions of the lead pigments and ferric ferrocyanide vary ver y
widely according to the color desired. Since the lead pigments ar e
heavy and ferric ferrocyanide is light in weight, the bulking value
likewise varies widely . The chrome greens are classified broadly
according to color as light, medium, and dark or deep . The light
chrome greens contain the highest proportions of lead pigments and
have the lowest bulking values . The composition of chrome green
should be stated in the label formula by means of a footnote or other -
wise and in calculating the volume analysis it should be broken dow n
into lead chromate, ferric ferrocyanide, and, if a reduced chrom e
green, pigment of low opacity ; all of the lead pigments in chrom e
green, however, may be counted as lead chromate . The assumption s
to be made when the composition of the chrome green is inadequatel y
reported are listed in table 19 .

10. Incomplete description of drying oils .-Unless otherwise indicated
in the label formula, drying oils will be assumed to be raw, boiled, o r
refined oils as listed in table 2 . The terms drying oil, vegetabl e
drying oil, and fixed fatty oil, which sometimes appear in label formu-
las, will be assumed to imply oil having essentially the same specifi c
gravity as raw linseed oil and the bulking value for raw linseed oil wil l
be used in the calculations . The terms heat treated, processed ,
thermolyzed, calorized, or durmolized, when used to describe dryin g
oils, will be assumed to mean bodied drying oils as listed in table 2.
When tung oil is reported it will be assumed to be bodied tung oil a s
listed in table 2 . The term synthetic drying oil will be assumed t o
mean a product having the bulking value listed for varnish non -
volatile in table 2 .

When bodied oil is reported in the label formula it is recommende d
that its specific gravity be given as supplementary information eithe r
in a footnote or in parentheses, thus, "bodied tung oil (sp . gr . 0.975) . "
When the specific gravity is so reported the bulking value calculate d
from it (1 - (8 .33 X 0 .975) = 0.1231 for the bodied tung oil cited)
will be used in the volume analysis .

11. Incomplete description of varnish.-The term varnish, when not
described adequately by a footnote or otherwise, will be assumed t o
include volatile as well as nonvolatile components . For the purpose
of volume analysis it will be counted as 60 percent by weight of
mineral spirits and 40 percent varnish nonvolatile, as listed in table 2 .

12. Incomplete description of drier.-Unless the volatile and non-
volatile portions of drier, liquid drier, or japan drier are reported, all
of it will be counted as volatile liquid with the bulking value given i n
table 2 under the heading Volatile liquids . When the nonvolatile
content of drier is reported, it will be counted in the volume analysi s
as part of the nonvolatile liquid in the paint, using the bulking value
listed in table 2 under the heading Nonvolatile liquids .

Very often the drier and the volatile thinner are lumped together a s
a single item in the label formula under some such description a s
thinner and drier, or merely drier . In such case, the drier, as liste d
in table 2 under the heading Volatile liquids, will be assumed to amoun t
to 5 percent by weight of the sum of the nonvolatile liquids and the
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remainder to be volatile thinner . For example, if the composition o f
the liquid is reported to be :
Linseed oil 45
Tung oil 15
Resin

	

---- 5
Thinner and drier (or, drier)	 `	 35

Total	 100
the drier will be assumed to amount to 3 .25 percent and the volatil e
thinner 31 .75 percent. When the term turpentine and drier is em -
ployed, the balance in excess of the drier will be accepted as turpentine .

Sometimes drier and thinner are reported separately but the amount
of drier is disproportionately large. Thus the foregoing example
might read :

	

Percen t
Linseed oil	 45
Tung oil	 1 5
Resin

	

	 5----------------------- -Thinner	 20
Drier	 1 5

Total	 100
If the drier exceeds 6 percent by weight of the sum of the nonvolatil e
liquids it will be readjusted according to the above rule before makin g
the volume analysis ; that is, the drier credited will be limited to 5
percent of the sum of the nonvolatile liquids and the remainder adde d
to the thinner .

13. Incomplete description of volatile thinner.-Unless otherwis e
clearly indicated, the volatile thinner will always be assumed to b e
mineral spirits as listed in table 2 . Naphtha will be understood t o
mean varnish makers and painters naphtha obtained from petroleum ,
unless it is called solvent naphtha or is otherwise shown to be derived
from coal tar . The terms aliphatic hydrocarbons and aromatic hydro-
carbons will be assumed to mean, respectively, mineral spirits an d
solvent naphtha . When the thinner used has a bulking value tha t
differs materially from the one that would be assumed for it fro m
these rules, it is recommended that its specific gravity be reported in
the label formula .

14. Sophisticated names for water.-Ingredients reported under suc h
names as : Emulsion, emulsified oil, suspending agent, aqueous dis-
persing agent, aqueous bodying agent, colloidal solution, soap solution ,
and solution will be considered to consist entirely of water .

15. I'ncertainties in the directions for application .-Label directions
for application usually include instructions for the first painting of ne w
exterior woodwork and for subsequent repainting over old paint . In
addition, separate instructions are often given for painting new wood -
work in three-coat and in two-coat work . Occasionally instruction s
are given for repainting in one-coat work . As a rule the various in-
structions differ only with respect to thinning of priming and under -
coats and call for the same thinning or for no thinning for finish coa t
in all cases . If, however, they differ with respect to thinning for finish
coat, the volume analysis will be computed for each set of instructions
and the paint may have to be graded differently according to the pur-
pose for which it is to be used .

If separate thinning instructions for finish coat are given for use of
the paint in warm and in cold weather the volume analysis and grad e

Percent
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will be calculated for the directions given for warm weather, provide d
that the extra thinning for cold weather, beyond that for warm weath-
er, consists entirely of volatile thinner and does not exceed '/2 pint
per gallon for prepared paint and 1 pint per gallon for semipaste o r
paste paint .

If the thinning instructions for finish coat specify a permissibl e
range of thinning proportions, for example, "thin with 1 to 2 pints o f
turpentine per gallon" or "thin with not more than 2 pints of turpen-
tine per gallon," the maximum addition of liquid will be assumed in
calculating the volume analysis and grade .

If the thinning instructions for finish coat call for thinning but se t
no definite limit, for example, "thin with turpentine as required, "
it will be assumed that prepared paint will be thinned with 1 quart o f
turpentine per gallon and that semipaste and paste paints will b e
thinned with 1 gallon of linseed oil per gallon .

If the directions make it clear that less thinning than would b e
assumed by applying these rules is preferred by the manufacture r
the volume analysis and grade will be computed on the basis of th e
preferred procedure . For example, directions sometimes read :
"The paint has the correct consistency for finish coat as it come s
from the package but it may be thinne d

If directions printed on the label conflict with directions given in
a color card or other sales literature the directions printed on th e
label will be followed in the volume analysis and grading .

If no directions for application are printed on the label it will b e
assumed that prepared paint will be thinned with 1 quart of turpentin e
per gallon and semipaste or paste paint with 1 gallon of linseed oi l
per gallon.

SUMMARY

This bulletin presents a procedure for classifying house and barn
paints by group, type, and grade, evolved as a result of more tha n
a decade of research by the Forest Products Laboratory of the Fores t
Service. The system of classification described is recommended by
the Department of Agriculture as a step toward obtaining mor e
lasting and satisfactory service of paints on wood, and as an aid t o
paint users in identifying correctly the kind of paint needed fo r
specific purposes, the characteristics of the paint offered, and ho w
the paint should be applied and maintained .

The information presented here is of value primarily to pain t
technicologists concerned with determining the paint classification s
to be printed on labels or with checking the printed classification s
to see that they agree with the formulas . Paint users will in th e
main depend on less technical information based on this material ,
but those who are willing to master the technical details will b e
able to use this bulletin in the classification of any paints that bea r
a formula on the label, or for which the formula can be obtained .

The procedure proposed involves the addition of a simple classi-
fication mark to each paint label, which will indicate (1) the mai n
group to which it belongs, such as "white lead" or "titanium-lead-
zinc" ; (2) the content of white lead or zinc oxide ; and (3) the relative
quantities of opaque pigment, total pigment, and total nonvolatile .

The bulletin presents the necessarily intricate calculations upo n
which this simple system of classification is based .
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